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how to become 
a great software 

designer





how to build software? 
two problems to solve
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is it usable? effective? fit for purpose?

is it robust? performant? maintainable?

software design

software engineering



The rôle of a formal functional specification is simply 
to act as a logical firewall between two completely 
different concerns… The pleasantness problem 
concerns the question whether a system meeting 
such-and-such a formal functional specification 
would satisfy our needs, meet our expectations and 
fulfill our hopes. The correctness problem concerns 
the question whether a given design meets such-
and-such a formal functional specification.

Dijkstra, EWD952 (1986)
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I am more convinced than ever. Conceptual integrity is 
central to product quality.
Mythical Man Month Anniversary Edition (1995)

No Silver Bullet (1986)

The essence of a software entity is a construct of 
interlocking concepts… I believe the hard part of building 
software to be the specification, design, and testing of this 
conceptual construct, not the labor of representing it…

Conceptual integrity is the most important consideration 
in system design.
Fred Brooks, Mythical Man Month (1975)
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When you go to design a house 
you talk to an architect first, not 

an engineer. Why is this?

A Software Design Manifesto 
Mitchell Kapor, 1996 

paraphrasing slightly

Similarly, in computer programs, 
the selection of the various 

components and elements of the 
application must be driven by the 
conditions of use. How is this to 
be done? By software designers.

Because the criteria for what 
makes a good building fall outside 

the domain of engineering.



what makes 
great designers?



design by inspiration

inspiration = talent + process
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design by inspiration

empathize define ideate prototype test

the design thinking process

inspiration = talent + process

problem at hand defines context

is there any great design that is the result of a great design process?
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what are the elements 
of software design?
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a concept has a purpose

concept Upvote

purpose rank items by popularity

concept Reaction

purpose send reactions to author

concept Recommendation

purpose use prior likes to recommend 
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concept Upvote
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for: Vote -> one Item 
Upvote, Downvote: set Vote 
rank: Item -> one Int

purpose rank items by popularity
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a concept has a state

like bounded context 
in DDD, but even  

more localized

include in state only what’s 
needed for the concept’s 

own computations

concept Upvote

state 
votes: User -> set Vote 
for: Vote -> one Item 
Upvote, Downvote: set Vote 
rank: Item -> one Int

purpose rank items by popularity

track users to prevent 
duplicate voting

DownvoteUpvote

VoteUser Post
votes for

Vote Item
for

Int

rank
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a concept has actions

actions capture the concept 
behavior in full

succinct specification 
as actions on states 

VDM (1986) 
Z (1992) 

Larch (1993) 
Event-B (2006) 

Alloy (2006)

concept Upvote

state 
votes: User -> set Vote 
for: Vote -> one Item 
Upvote, Downvote: set Vote 
rank: Item -> one Int

actions 
upvote (u: User, i: Item) 
downvote (u: User, i: Item) 
unvote (u: User, i: Item)

purpose rank items by popularity

downvote (i: Item, u: User) 
   // no existing Downvote for i in u.votes 
   // remove any Upvote for i from u.votes 
   // add a Downvote for i in u.votes 
   // update i.rank …



a concept catalog entry

related concepts 
Recommendation, Reaction, …

design variants 
downvote as unvote 

use age in ranking 
weigh downvotes more known issues 

preventing double votes 
(require login, use IP address, save cookie) 

saving storage space 
(freeze old posts and from user info)

typical uses 
social media posts 

comments on articles 
Q&A responses

often used with 
Karma, Session, …

concept Upvote



composing concepts 
by synchronization



how to extend behavior?

concept Upvote

actions 
upvote (u: User, i: Item) 
downvote (u: User, i: Item) 
unvote (u: User, i: Item)
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how to extend behavior?

suppose I want this behavior: 
you can’t downvote an item 

until you’ve received 
N upvotes on your own items

concept Upvote

actions 
upvote (u: User, i: Item) 
downvote (u: User, i: Item) 
unvote (u: User, i: Item)

purpose privilege good users

concept Karma

state 
karma: User -> one Int 
contribs: User -> set Item

actions 
contribute (u: User, i: Item) 
reward (u: User, r: Int) 
permit (u: User, r: Int)

define a new concept! 
a hint: not just used by Upvote
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actions 
contribute (u: User, i: Item) 
reward (i: Item, r: Int) 
permit (u: User, r: Int)

concept Upvote

actions 
upvote (u: User, i: Item) 
downvote (u: User, i: Item) 
unvote (u: User, i: Item)

concept Karmawhen upvote (u, i) 
and i in u’.contribs 
also reward (u’, 10)

when downvote (u, i) 
also permit (u, 20)
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concept Upvote concept Karma

contrib (Alice, post1)

upvote (Bob, post1) when upvote (u, i) 
also reward (u, 10)

reward (Alice, 10)

upvote (Carol, post1) reward (Alice, 10)

downvote (Alice, post2)

contrib (Bob, post2)

when downvote (u, i) 
also permit (u, 20)

permit (Alice, 20)
composition uses 
event sync from 

Hoare’s CSP

no concept coupling 
concepts preserve properties



design moves 
mechanical analogs
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unify specializemerge split loosen tighten

three pairs of design moves
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split-merge: tradeoff simplicity/flexibility

photocopier

split

printer + scanner

merge

emergency flashlight
flashlight + battery + charger
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unify-specialize: tradeoff simplicity/specificity

unify

set of wrenches adjustable wrench

specialize

general-purpose lens
macro lens
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tighten-loosen: tradeoff automation/flexibility

tighten

light pull / door lock airplane toilet lock

loosen

rotary dimmer switchdimmers with separate controls



successful  
design moves 

in software
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split: emergence of a concept in Keynote

full screen toggle 
emerges as partial concept 

(c. 2010?) play-in-window option 
now an independent concept 

(2021)

Fullscreen

Slideshow

split

Slideshow

Slideshow
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merge: a simple & clever new shortening concept

one concept, allows familiar words as short URLs

Yellkey

merge

Expiry
ShortURL
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unify: subsuming access control in MIT’s Moira
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unify: subsuming access control in MIT’s Moira

can toggle 
mailing list 
attribute

can create 
admin list 
with no 

login users!

List

unify

Mailing 
List

Access 
List
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tighten: metadata and publication status in Hugo

Squarespace: can schedule 
blog posts but not other 

pages, and can change 
pub date independently 

(only affects order)

Hugo: any page can have date field 
to schedule, just set date in future Metadata

tighten

Pubstatus

Metadata
Pubstatus
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a label

show messages with label hacking 

also implemented as a label

tighten: label and trash concepts in Gmail

Label

tighten

Trash

Label
Trash
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structure 
trash: set Item

actions 
delete (i: Item) 
restore (i: Item) 
empty ()



purpose undo deletion

concept trash

structure 
trash: set Item

actions 
delete (i: Item) 
restore (i: Item) 
empty ()

purpose organize  with overlapping

concept label

structure 
labels: Item -> set Label

actions 
add (i: Item, l: Label) 
remove (i: Item, l: Label) 
find (ls: set Label, out is: set Item)



purpose undo deletion

concept trash

structure 
trash: set Item

actions 
delete (i: Item) 
restore (i: Item) 
empty ()

when delete (i) 
also add (i, ‘trash’)

purpose organize  with overlapping

concept label

structure 
labels: Item -> set Label

actions 
add (i: Item, l: Label) 
remove (i: Item, l: Label) 
find (ls: set Label, out is: set Item)
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integrating these concepts is tricky

click on 
trash

filter on 
todo label

filter on 
todo 

and trash

filter on 
something 

else
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a beautiful (but tricky) synergy

folder 
sortable by 

volume!

new in 
Lion 

(2011)

Folder

tighten

Trash

Folder
Trash
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loosen: expert control in ProCamera

focus and exposure 
points aligned

focus and exposure 
points separated

Focus

loosen

Exposure

Focus
Exposure

focal 
point

exp 
point



design moves 
in response to 

problems



aspect ratio 
in fujifilm cameras



a lovely camera fuji x100
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image size setting



non-standard ratio + raw?



problem #1: no non-standard ratio unless also save JPG!

raw image showing non-destructive aspect ratio crop
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diagnosis?

aspect ratio is not a concept 
merged into JPEG image size concept 
so cannot be controlled independently 
I call this ”overloading by piggybacking” 

solution: split concepts 
would allow ratio change to raws without JPEGs 
would avoid combinatoric explosion of options



diagnosis?

aspect ratio is not a concept 
merged into JPEG image size concept 
so cannot be controlled independently 
I call this ”overloading by piggybacking” 

solution: split concepts 
would allow ratio change to raws without JPEGs 
would avoid combinatoric explosion of options

Image 
Size

Slideshow

split

Image 
Size

Aspect 
Ratio



message filters 
in apple mail
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how many ways to filter messages?

smart folder options

rule options

search options

search for a message

create a rule

define a smart folder
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all include their own specialized concepts 
incomparable features, different UIs 

unify in a single message filter concept 
include “create folder from search”, eg



diagnosis?

search, rule and smart folder 
all include their own specialized concepts 
incomparable features, different UIs 

unify in a single message filter concept 
include “create folder from search”, eg

Filter

unify

Filter 
(Search)

Filter 
(Rule)

Filter 
(Folder)
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zoom

Hand

tighten

Mute

Hand
Mute



likes 
in facebook



are angry reactions upvotes?
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concept Reaction 
purpose convey emotion to author 
actions 
    reactAngry (u: User, i: Item) 
    …

are angry reactions upvotes?

concept Upvote 
purpose rank items by popularity 
actions 
    upvote (u: User, i: Item) 
     …



concept Reaction 
purpose convey emotion to author 
actions 
    reactAngry (u: User, i: Item) 
    …

are angry reactions upvotes?

concept Upvote 
purpose rank items by popularity 
actions 
    upvote (u: User, i: Item) 
     … unwanted 

sync?
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Like         Comment

Approve         CommentReact            

split



a facebook split

Upvote

Slideshow

split

Like

Reaction

Like         Comment

Approve         CommentReact            

split



event deletion 
in google calendar
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Daniel’s Calendar

seminar 
announced as 

email to listserv 
with attached 
calendar event

event installed 
automatically in 
user’s calendar

user deletes event 
from calendar

cancellation email 
automatically sent 
to other invitees



a long time problem in iCal too 
how to delete spam calendar events?



diagnosis?
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concept calendar 
purpose record engagements 
actions 
    createEvent (…): Event 
    deleteEvent (e: Event) 
     …

concept invitation 
purpose coordinate events 
actions 
    accept (e: Event) 
    decline (e: Event) 
     …unwanted 

sync!

diagnosis?
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resolution to design problem 
make sync optional



apple’s solution

resolution to design problem 
make sync optional

Event

loosen

Invite

Event
Invite
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takeaways

structure your software design with concepts 
inventory the concepts, identify the critical ones 
see if you can describe them fully independently 
then formulate interactions as synchronizations

apply design moves to explore new options 
never a panacea, always a tradeoff

software concepts as patterns 
only hinted at this, but equally important 
don’t reinvent the wheel! 
express your design as sync of familiar concepts?



join the discussion 
about concept design! 

forum.softwareconcepts.io

essenceofsoftware.com

much more in the book

newsletter 
essenceofsoftware.com/subscribe

http://essenceofsoftware.com
http://essenceofsoftware.com


unused 
slides



Dropbox 
& the case of the 
disappearing files





making space: list big files and delete the ones you don’t recognize



making space: list big files and delete the ones you don’t recognize

very unhappy colleagues
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Ava is a party planner Bella is having a party
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Ava is a party planner Bella is having a party

does the name change for Ava too?

answer: it depends 

if Ava just shares Bella Plan with Bella 
and Bella renamed the folder, Ava sees no change 

if Ava shared a folder containing Bella Plan 
then Ava does see the change





Bella deletes 
Bella Plan from 
shared folder 

Bella Party



Bella deletes 
Bella Plan from 
shared folder 

Bella Party

Bella deletes 
shared folder 

Bella Party



correctly predicting behavior

0.0%

20.0%

40.0%

60.0%

80.0%

good knowledge average knowledge poor knowledge

delete shared folder results in leaving
delete shared subfolder removes it

Kelly Zhang

survey of dropbox users (MIT CS undergrads)
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confusing 
concept
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concept metadata 
purpose tag items with properties for lookup 
state 
  properties: Item -> set Property 
  key: Property -> one Key 
  val: Property -> one Val

concept folder 
purpose organize items into disjoint categories 
state 
  contents: Folder -> set (Folder + Item) 
  root: one Folder

concept unix directory 
purpose organize items into overlapping categories 
state 
  entries: Dir -> set Entry 
  name: Entry -> one Name 
  item: Entry -> one (File + Dir)



Twitter 
& the case of the 

surprised first lady 
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Nov 2, 2015: Twitter changes Favorite (Star) to Like (Heart)

We are changing our star icon for favorites to a heart 
and we’ll be calling them likes… We know that at times 
the star could be confusing, especially to newcomers. 
You might like a lot of things, but not everything can be 
your favorite. Twitter press release
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concept Upvote 
purpose rank items by popularity

concept Bookmark 
purpose save items to revisit

?
what concept is this?

missing 
concept!
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twitter adds a new concept (2018)

concept Upvote 
purpose rank items by popularity

concept Bookmark 
purpose save items to revisit



a new path 
inspired by old ideas
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classic usability 
research
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designer’s 
model

user’s 
model

go this way instead?

but what if the system 
just does the wrong thing?



focus on faithful projection of design model 
mapping, affordance/signifiers, gulfs

theory turned into practice through heuristics 
8 Golden Rules (Shneiderman) 
First Principles of Interaction Design (Tognazzini) 
10 Usability Heuristics (Nielsen)

result: huge improvements in usability 
anyone can design a great UI





If a simple model is not explicitly or implicitly provided, users 
formulate their own myths about how the system works… The 
system has to be designed with an explicit conceptual model 
that is easy enough for the user to learn.

Stuart Card & Thomas Moran (1986)
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concept Upvote 
purpose rank items by popularity 
actions 
    upvote (u: User, i: Item) 
     …

concept Reaction 
purpose convey emotion to author 
actions 
    reactAngry (u: User, i: Item) 
    …

should facebook concepts be desynchronized too?

unwanted 
sync?


